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Abstract

This paper proposes a novel methodology, the Bridge Proxy-SVAR, to identify
structural shocks in Vector Autoregressions (VARs) by using high frequency
information. Our methodology comprises three steps: (I) identify the structural
shocks of interest in high frequency systems, which are not subject to time
aggregation and so characterized by less severe identification challenges; (II)
aggregate the series of high frequency shocks at the lower frequency; (III) use the
aggregated series of shocks as a proxy for the corresponding structural shock in
lower frequency VARs. Doing so, identifying restrictions are basically derived by
“bridging” low frequency variables with high frequency information. We show, both
analytically and through Monte Carlo simulations, that the Bridge Proxy-SVAR
significantly alleviates temporal aggregation bias yielding more accurate IRFs. In an
empirical application on US data, we identify forward guidance shocks and extract
the Odyssean component at the daily frequency. A contractionary Odyssean
monetary policy shock leads to a fall in output and prices.
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1 Introduction

Macroeconomists increasingly incorporate information from financial markets and

media in their empirical analysis and models. While macroeconomic aggregates are

available only at the monthly or quarterly frequency, information from financial markets

and media is collected in real time or on a daily basis. When facing data sampled at

different frequencies, the dominant approach still relies on temporal aggregation. The

variables sampled at higher frequencies are converted to the lowest sampling frequency.

In this procedure, many properties of the original series are lost. Of particular interest

for macroeconomists, temporal aggregation exacerbates the simultaneity that generates

identification challenges in Structural Vector Autoregressions (SVARs). Therefore,

analyses which rely on temporal aggregation can be strongly biased (see Marcellino,

1999).1

Mixed frequency techniques have consequently attracted a growing interest in recent

years. Mixed Data Sampling (MIDAS) and Mixed-Frequency Vector Autoregressions

(MF-VARs) are two popular tools designed to deal with mixed frequency data (for a

survey on the topic see Foroni, Ghysels, and Marcellino, 2013). Both, however, exhibit

some shortcomings due to feasibility and computational constraints. For example, the

mismatch in frequencies cannot be too wide and/or the number of high/low frequency

variables cannot be too large.

In this paper, we propose a new methodology, labeled “Bridge Proxy-SVAR”, that

links variables sampled at different frequencies through the Proxy-SVAR (Mertens and

Ravn, 2014; Stock and Watson, 2012). First, we identify the structural shock of interest in

high frequency (HF) systems which are not subject to time aggregation and so

1More specifically, impulse response functions are not invariant to time aggregation as both the
contemporaneous covariance of the residuals and the parameters of the Wold representation change.
Intuitively, the severity of the simultaneity problem that we face in time series analysis is decreasing with
the sampling frequency. At the extreme, temporal aggregation can introduce simultaneity where there is
none.
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characterized by less severe identification challenges (simultaneity).2 Second, we

aggregate the series of shocks at the lower frequency, e.g. monthly or quarterly for

macroeconomic variables. Third, we use the aggregated series of shocks as a proxy for

the corresponding structural shock at this lower frequency (LF). Namely, we draw

identifying restrictions for the LF representation from HF information. While local

projections, more robust to misspecification, can be alternatively employed to compute

Impulse Response Function (IRFs), we prefer the Proxy-SVAR as the benchmark because

it is more robust to measurement errors.

The Bridge Proxy-SVAR builds upon a crucial proposition: identification prior to

temporal aggregation is superior to identification post temporal aggregation. This is the

key message of our paper beyond considerations concerning the Proxy-SVAR or local

projections. We illustrate that this proposition holds analytically in a tractable case. In a

bivariate setup where the frequency mismatch is two, we prove that, if the HF shocks are

correctly identified, our methodology recovers the correct impact matrix. Monte Carlo

experiments generalize the test of the methodology to a variety of cases and data

generating processes (DGPs). Importantly, the Monte Carlo simulations also allow us to

compare the Bridge Proxy-SVAR with the common naive practice of time aggregation

(LF-VAR) and with the best possible estimation (HF-VAR). In the LF-VAR, HF variables

are introduced as time aggregated so all the available information is compressed at LF.

The HF-VAR, instead, is a counter-factual estimation where the LF variables are

observable at HF. As such, the HF-VAR also provides the upper bound for the

performances of the MF-VAR. Unlike MF-VARs, our procedure can be applied in a

simple manner, without computational burdens, even when the dimensionality of the

system is large and when the frequency mismatch is wide (e.g. daily data).3

Our results show that the Bridge Proxy-SVAR (Bridge) is a suitable method for
2In what follows, we consider a standard VAR for the high frequency estimation but the analysis can

apply any econometric model more suitable for high frequency data. What matters is the identification of
an unpredictable shock, orthogonal to other components.

3In evaluating the performances, we focus on the IRFs that summarize the relevant information from
the estimation of VARs
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approximating the true underlying responses under different data generating processes.

First, the Bridge greatly outperforms the LF-VAR and yields similar but less precise

estimates than the HF-VAR. Second, we apply our methodology to disentangle

conventional monetary policy shocks and forward guidance shocks in a daily VAR on

US data. Our analysis produces similar results to Gertler and Karadi (2015) for what

concerns conventional monetary policy shocks. On the other hand, we show that

forward guidance shocks contain a significant informational content (Delphic forward

guidance). By exploiting breakeven inflation as a proxy for inflation expectations at the

daily frequency, we extract the actual announced monetary policy shock (Odyssean

component) and show that they induce a decline in CPI and industrial production. This

decomposition is possible only with our methodology that exploits all the daily

information.

The severity of temporal aggregation biases in VAR models is illustrated in

Marcellino (1999) and Foroni and Marcellino (2016). MF-VARs are the standard tools to

handle data sampled at different frequencies. There are two main approaches to estimate

VARs with mixed frequency data. The most popular one, developed by Zadrozny (1988),

is based on a state space representation (a dynamic linear model). The system is driven

by latent shocks whose economic interpretation is not straightforward.4 The second

approach, proposed by Ghysels (2016), is more similar to standard VARs in being driven

only by observable shocks. This particular VAR deals with series sampled at different

frequencies through stacking: a HF variable is decomposed into several LF variables and

directly employed in the VAR. The shortcoming consists of the curse of dimensionality,

i.e. parameters proliferation. Moreover, recovering the HF structural shocks from those

in the stacked LF-VAR is not necessarily straightforward. Importantly for structural

analyses, Anderson et al. (2016a) and Anderson et al. (2016b) study conditions for

4Some examples of this approach include Mariano and Murasawa (2010), Schofheide and Song (2013),
and Foroni, Ghysels, and Marcellino (2013). From a Bayesian perspective, Eraker et al. (2015) and Bluwstein
and Canova (2015) estimate the state space representation via Gibbs sampler. Angelini, Banbura, and
Runstler (2010) have extended the mixed frequency state space representation to factor models.
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identifiability of the HF representation of VARs from mixed frequency data. Although

MF-VARs are powerful tools that suit many analyses, they may not be applicable in

some cases. For example, the MF-VAR may not be a feasible approach when the

mismatch between high and low frequency variables is large (e.g. 30 in the case of

monthly-daily data). Additionally, also the dimensionality of the system can be

problematic.

The Bridge Proxy-SVAR is a useful alternative in these cases since it provides relevant

computational advantages over the MF-VAR in terms of frequency mismatch and

dimensionality. On the other hand, the MF-VAR is a different econometric model that

improves, over a LF-VAR, the VAR estimates of both the autoregressive matrix and the

impact matrix of the shocks. The Bridge Proxy-SVAR only improves the impact matrix

through information external to the LF-VAR, but still relies on the same autoregressive

matrix of the LF-VAR. Additionally, the MF-VAR can assess the response of a HF

variable on a LF variable, while the Bridge focuses exclusively on the reversal. Finally,

the Bridge Proxy-SVAR relies purely on observables and not on latent variables and

shocks as opposed to the state space MF-VAR.

The Proxy-SVAR methodology, developed by Stock and Watson (2012) and Mertens

and Ravn (2013), is a very recent development in the identification of SVAR. This method

employs exogenous variations in one variable, which is included in the VAR system, as

a proxy for the structural shock of interest. The proxy is assumed to be correlated with

a structural shock of interest but orthogonal to other structural shocks. In practice, the

proxy constitutes an instrument for the reduced form residuals of the VAR and is used

for (partial) identification of the covariance matrix of the structural shocks. The clear

advantage of this technique is that, as long as the proxy is a relevant and valid instrument,

the identification relies on a much weaker set of assumptions than other identification

schemes. For example, no assumptions are made on the contemporaneous relationship

among the variables in the system. Moreover, Carriero et al. (2015) have shown through

Monte Carlo experiments that the PSVAR is robust to measurement errors.
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Proxies are usually built from a narrative description of policy decisions or exploiting

high frequency identification around some key events. For example, in monetary policy

analysis,Gertler and Karadi (2015) employ the surprises build by Gurkaynak, Sack, and

Swanson (2005a).5 The Bridge Proxy-SVAR generalizes the HFI-PSVAR to those cases

where there are no key events or when their selection is troublesome and arbitrary. The

advantage of this methodology lies in the high frequency identification that may be

cumbersome at low frequencies. At the same time, the high frequency shocks are used to

instrument the reduced form residuals (prediction errors) of a LF-VAR.6 Intuitively, the

Bridge always employs more information than a naive LF-VAR.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the Bridge

Proxy-SVAR methodology and its analytical properties. Section 3 presents the Monte

Carlo experiments employed for testing. In Section 4, we apply the Bridge to study

monetary policy in the US. Finally, Section 5 concludes.

2 Methodology

Traditionally, studies on monetary and fiscal policy have exploited narrative series or

key events for identification. Such a strategy is hardly extendable to other areas of

research. We propose instead a more general and structural approach that employs HF

information and we show that it attenuates the time aggregation bias. Unlike the

literature on mixed frequency, we do not model jointly the relationship between HF and

LF variables, instead, we exploit HF information to draw identification restrictions for

the LF-VAR. As we show in Section 2.2, our approach exploits the superiority of

identification prior to temporal aggregation over identification post temporal

5See for example Stock and Watson (2012), Mertens and Ravn (2013) and Mertens and Ravn (2014). The
high-frequency approach to identify monetary policy surprises dates back to the work by Bagliano and
Favero (1999) and Cochrane and Piazzesi (2002). See also Faust et al. (2004), Gurkaynak et al. (2005b), Faust
et al. (2007), and Bredin et al. (2009) for other examples.

6Our approach remotely resembles the bridging equations which link data available at different
frequencies through linear regression to produce nowcast and short-term forecast; e.g. Baffigi, Golinelli,
and Parigi (2004) and Diron (2008).
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aggregation. The higher the frequency at which they are imposed, the less identifying

restrictions constrain the data and the more they are likely to hold.

2.1 Bridge Proxy-SVAR

First of all, we describe the steps in the Bridge Proxy-SVAR identification.

1. Define two VARs:

(a) The first VAR, labeled High Frequency VAR (HF-VAR), incorporates the high

frequency variables relevant for the analysis (e.g. financial daily). It includes

the variable of interest y and all the other variables necessary for the

identification of the shocks. We define this collection of other variables as the

information set Ψ. The HF identification yields a series of shocks ε̂
y
t .7

(b) The second VAR, defined Low Frequency VAR (LF-VAR), includes variables at

lower frequency. It features presumably macroeconomic aggregates and the

variable yt aggregated at lower frequency yτ either by skip-sampling or

averaging. The estimation of the LF-VAR yields the reduced form residuals

uτ =
[

uX
τ uy

τ

]′
:

 xt

yt

 =

 A11 A12

A21 A22

 xt−1

yt−1

 +

 ux
t

uy
t

 (1)

but the underlying structural representation of interest, which we are

interested in, is instead

 xt

yt

 =

 A11 A12

A21 A22

 xt−1

yt−1

 +

 B11 B12

B21 B22

 εx
t

ε
y
t

 (2)

7For a discussion on the first stage estimation uncertainty, please refer to Appendix A.
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2. Aggregate the shocks estimated at HF to the LF:

zτ =
1
m

t+m
∑
i=t

ε̂
y
i averaging time aggregation

zτ = ε̂
y
mt skip-sampling time aggregation

where m is the number of HF periods contained in a LF frequency period. If the

identification in 1a) is correctly performed, then the proxy is exogenous E
[
εX
t zt
]

=

0 and relevant E
[
ε
y
t zt
]

= µ 6= 0. The presence of relevant omitted variables at HF

can be tested by regressing the aggregated shocks on the potentially important LF

variables missing from the HF. See for example section 4.

3. Use zτ as a proxy for the structural shock of interest: instrument uy
τ with zτ and

estimate the impact effect of a shock in y on the system, in particular on x. This

means that we are identifying the second column in the B matrix in eq.(2). We can

see this procedure as two stages least squares:

B2 =
(

z′τuy
τ

)−1
z′τux

τ

=
[

µB22 µB12

]
=
[

1 B−1
22 B12

]
(3)

so that the impact response to ε
y
τ is identified up to the impact effect on y itself.

If we are confident that ε̂t = εt, then µ = 1 and we can estimate the size of the shock from

the standard deviation of the series obtained from the first stage regression.

More generally instead, assume that the structural shock of interest can be

decomposed as a sum of two orthogonal components, weighted by the scalars µ1, µ2:

ε
y
t = µ2φt + µ1Ξt Ξt ⊥ φt (4)
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If we can identify even only one of those two components, say φt, we can still correctly

identify the B matrix up to a constant. Once again, this feature resembles a standard IV

case, where we exploit an exogenous variation in a variable of interest and not the whole

exogenous variation.

Next, we analyze how the Bridge Proxy-SVAR deals with data sampled at mixed

frequencies. Starting from a general case, we move to a tractable example where, if a

component of the structural shocks is correctly identified at HF, our proxy recovers the

correct true impact matrix B.

2.2 Time Aggregation

As a first step, following Foroni and Marcellino (2016), we illustrate temporal

aggregation in the most general formulation. The objective of the analysis is to recover

the IRF of the VAR system to a shock in the HF variable. The common practice consists

of transforming the HF (indexed by t) at LF (indexed by τ) and running a VAR on time

aggregated data. For the sake of simplicity, we consider a stationary case without

deterministic components:

Yt = A(L)Yt + Bεt εt
iid∼ N (0, I), t = 1, 2, ..., T

[I − A(L)]Yt = Bεt (5)

Time aggregation is generally a two-step filter. First, the data is transformed through the

filter w(L) and, second, the series is made observable only every m periods through the

filter D(L) so that Yτ = D(L)w(L)Yt. We consider the time aggregated representation

under skip-sampling (or point-in-time sampling) since average sampling introduces a

higher order MA component that further complicates the analysis. Nonetheless, we

report in Appendix B the same derivations for the averaging scheme and show that

similar results hold in our Monte Carlo simulations.
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In the skip-sampling case, the filter w(L) = 1 does not produce any change. We apply

the filter D(L) = I + AL + ... + AmLm so that we can observe certain variables only once

every m periods:

D(L) [I − A(L)]Yt = D(L)Bεt

Yτ = C(L)Yτ + Q(L)εt εt
iid∼ N (0, I), τ = mt, 2mt, ..., T

Yτ = C(L)Yτ + ξτ ξτ
iid∼ N (0, Ω) (6)

where C(L) = D(L)A(L) and Q(L) = D(L)B. Ω is given by the squared

contemporaneous elements in the Q(L) matrix as the structural shocks are not

auto-correlated. Time aggregation mixes different structural shocks at different times in

ξτ .

An Illustrative Example

In order to provide a full analytical characterization, we focus now on a more specific case.

We aim at assessing the effect of the shock in y, observable at HF, on x, available only at

LF and aggregated through skip-sampling. We consider a VAR(1) representation and a

mismatch between HF and LF equal to two, such that we can illustrate the methodology

through simple algebra:

Yt = AYt−1 + Bεt εt
iid∼ N (0, I)

(I − AL)Yt = Bεt (7)
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To move to the time aggregated representation (under skip-sampling), we apply the filter

D(L) = I + AL:

D(L) (I − AL)Yt = D(L)Bεt(
I − A2L2

)
Yt = (I + AL)Bεt

Yτ = CYτ−1 + Q(L)εt

Yτ = CYτ−1 + ξτ ξτ ∼ N (0, BB′ + ABB′A′) (8)

where C = A2 and Q(L) = (B + ABL). Let us consider the system in extended notation

in terms of the reduced form residuals ut: xt

yt

 =

 a11 a12

a21 a22

 xt−1

yt−1

 +

 ux
t

uy
t

 (9)

In particular, assume that B =

 b11 0

b21 b22

 so that we are in the standard Cholesky

case, as in Foroni and Marcellino (2016): xt

yt

 =

 a11 a12

a21 a22

 xt−1

yt−1

 +

 b11 0

b21 b22

 εx
t

ε
y
t

 (10)

The temporally aggregated system is given by: xτ

yτ

 =

 a2
11 + a12a21 a11a12 + a12a22

a11a21 + a21a22 a12a21 + a2
22

 xτ−1

yτ−1

 +

 ξx
τ

ξ
y
τ

 (11)

where  ξx
τ

ξ
y
τ

 =

 b11εx
t + (a11b11 + a12b21) εx

t−1 + a12b22ε
y
t−1

b21εx
t + b22ε

y
t + (a21b11 + a22b21) εx

t−1 + a22b22ε
y
t−1

 (12)
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In the temporal aggregation case, biases arise even if the identification exploits the

correct Cholesky decomposition of the variance-covariance matrix of the reduced form

residuals. The problem originates from the variance-covariance matrix observable at LF:

Ω = BB′ + ABB′A′ which is different from the true BB′. Intuitively, in the LF-VAR the

zero restriction constrains ε
y
t to have a zero effect over x for m periods instead of one (in

this simple case m = 2).

Instead of imposing identification restrictions directly on the LF representation, we

suggest identifying structural shocks from a HF system, which is not subject to temporal

aggregation biases. The (temporally aggregated) structural shocks can be then employed

to draw identifying assumptions in the LF-VAR representation.

We do not need to assume that the proxy is the true structural shock. What matter is

that we are able to identify at HF a component of the true structural shock as defined in

(4) that is a powerful instrument (and does not incorporate other shocks). In order to be

consistent with the skip-sampling temporal aggregation, we take the last HF shock within

the LF interval:

zτ = φmt

We can express the last stage in the Bridge either as two stage least squares estimation.

The first stage regression is:

ξ
y
τ = β1szτ + ητ

where η is the error term.

The estimated coefficient from the first stage is:
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β̂1s = E
[
z′τzτ

]−1
E
[
z′τξ

y
τ

]
=

E
[
φt
(

b21εx
t + b22ε

y
t + (a21b11 + a22b21) εx

t−1 + a22b22ε
y
t−1

)]
E
[
φ2

t

]
= µ1b22 (13)

If we employ the whole shock ε
y
t , then β̂1s = b22 which is the true parameter in the

HF representation. Notice that both requirements for a proxy are satisfied:

E
[
ξ

y
τzτ

]
= β̂1s = µ1b22 6= 0 IV relevance

E
[
εx
t zτ
]

= 0 IV validity (by construction) (14)

The fitted value from the first stage are given by:

β̂1szτ = µ1b22φt (15)

The second stage regression reads

ξx
τ = β2s

(
β̂1szτ

)
+ ϕτ (16)

with ϕ being the error term.

β̂2s = E
[(

β̂1szτ
)

β̂1szτ
]−1

E
[
β̂1szτξx

τ
]

= E
[
µ1b22ς2

t

]−1
E
[
φtξ

x
τ
]

= (µ1b22)
−1 E

[
φt
(

b11εx
t + (a11b11 + a12b21) εx

t−1 + a12b22ε
y
t−1

)]
(17)

= 0
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meaning that the Bridge correctly recovers the Cholesky structure of the innovations.

Through this tractable case, we have shown analytically that the Bridge recovers the

true impact matrix, whereas the correct Cholesky ordering imposed at LF introduces

biases. The magnitude of these differences in a more general setup can only be

quantified through Monte Carlo experiments, presented in Section 3. Furthermore, we

also test the robustness of the methodology to misspecification and to limited

information in the HF system and LF system employed by the Bridge (omitted

variables).8

3 Monte Carlo Experiments

We rely on Monte Carlo experiments to test the performance of the Bridge in a general

setup. We compare the performances of the HF-VAR (high frequency data), LF-VAR

(time aggregated data), and the Bridge in recovering the underlying DGP.9 The LF-VAR

and the Bridge temporally aggregate information in antithetical ways. In a LF-VAR, the

aggregation occurs before identification while the Bridge identifies structural shocks at

HF and then compresses them at LF. We are implicitly comparing the performances

under these two temporal aggregation schemes. As we will show, the Bridge dominates

the LF-VAR because the identification at HF employs the correct information set.

The DGP is a VAR(1) process that allows us to focus on pure temporal aggregation

without misspecification.10 Temporal aggregation follows skip-sampling, while in

Appendix B we report the main results under the averaging temporal aggregation

scheme. We focus on the IRFs that summarize the relevant information on the estimation

of the system. To be able to compare the IRFs under the HF and the LF representation,

the IRFs at HF have to be treated in a consistent manner with the temporal aggregation

8In Appendix, we describe how to include with the statistical uncertainty surrounding the first stage
into the second stage.

9The HF-VAR constitutes a “counter-factual” first best and an upper bound for the performances of the
MF-VAR (mixed frequency data)

10A skip-sample VAR(1) is still a VAR(1). The same does not hold for higher orders VARs, e.g. VAR(2).
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scheme applied to the data.

We generate 1000 replications of 1000 observations at LF. We test two frequency

mismatches: m = 3 and m = 30. For the sake of synthesis, we evaluate the performances

of the three identifications through the lens of the Mean Absolute Distance (MAD) which

measures the distance between the estimated and the true IRFs (cumulated over 8

horizons). For each replication, we compute the MAD and then average over the whole

set of replication.11

3.1 Pure Time Aggregation

Our baseline design is similar to Foroni and Marcellino (2016). The DGP follows the

structure:  xt

yt

 =

 ρl δl
δh ρh

 xt−1

yt−1

 +

 1 0

1 1

 ex
t

ey
t

 (18)

where

 ex
t

ey
t

 ∼ N (0, I2). Basically, the innovations follow a recursive ordering

structure that we correctly apply at HF, LF and with the Bridge. We test 13 combinations

of the autoregressive matrix, that represent different possible structures of the DGP.

Figure 1-2 display the IRFs recovered with the three identifications in a specific DGP.

The HF-VAR and the Bridge perfectly recover the true IRFs, while the LF-VAR

overestimates the size of the shock and completely misses the shape of the response of y

to a shock in x (Fig. 1). Not surprisingly, Figure 2 points out that the HF identification is

the best possible identification. Even if the Bridge and HF-VAR apply the same

identification at HF, the Bridge is inefficient due to the two stages estimation and, thus,

percentiles of the IRFs are wider. The comparison resembles the efficiency loss of the IV

estimation with respect to OLS.

11We present here the most informative simulations, while the whole set of Monte Carlo experiments
can be found in the Online Appendix.
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We then follow Foroni and Marcellino (2016) analyzing 13 DGPs, which have the

peculiar feature ρl = ρh.12 The same message arises from Figure 3 over the 13 DGPs. For

nearly all cases, the Bridge recovers the IRFs with a smaller bias than the LF-VAR. For

few DGPs, the exception consists of the shock to the second variable y with zero impact

on the first variable x. The zero restriction is imposed in the case of the HF-VAR and

LF-VAR, while it is estimated from the first stage in the case of the Bridge. Even if the

median IRF is zero, the IRFs generated by the Bridge across the 1000 replications may

slightly differ from 0 due to finite sample bias. As a result, when the MAD is generally

very low, the Bridge may perform worse than the LF-VAR.

Figure 1
IRFs to a shock in the first variable (x) in the bivariate system. The DGP is

[
0.5 −0.1
0.4 −0.9

]
. The true IRF is represented by the dotted black line.

The shock is identified through the correct recursive structure in the HF system (blue), LF system (green) and Bridge Proxy (red). Shaded areas
correspond to the 90% confidence bands across 1000 replications. Time aggregation follows a skip-sampling scheme.

12The parametrization are reported in Online Appendix
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Figure 2
IRFs to a shock in the second variable (y) in the bivariate system. The DGP is

[
0.5 −0.1
0.4 −0.9

]
The true IRF is represented by the dotted black

line. The shock is identified through the correct recursive structure in the HF system (blue), LF system (green) and Bridge Proxy (red). Shaded
areas correspond to the 90% confidence bands across 1000 replications. Time aggregation follows a skip-sampling scheme.

Figure 3
Mean Absolute Distance (MAD) between the true IRFs and the IRFs estimated by the HF-VAR, LF-VAR and Bridge Proxy-SVAR (through the
correct recursive scheme). Results are reported for 13 parametrization of the DGP. The MAD is computed by averaging the MAD over the 1000

replications. Time aggregation follows a skip-sampling scheme.
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3.2 Large Systems

We turn now to a more general setup by considering a large VAR of nine variables as

DGP. Moreover, in order to tackle any possible suspicion of DGP “self-selection”, we

randomly parametrized both the autoregressive matrix A and the impact matrix B. The

only constraints that we impose ensure the stationary of the system and a mapping

between variables and shocks.13 From 100 random parametrizations of the system, we

generate 1000 data-points at LF across 1000 simulations.14

We run this large experiment over three dimensions:

1. the time aggregation scheme: (a) skip-sampling

(b) averaging

2. information employed by the Bridge:

(a) partial information at LF: the HF stage of the Bridge employs full information

but the LF stage (and LF-VAR) does not include the last two variables in the

system

(b) full information at LF:

i. full information at HF: all information is included both in the HF-VAR and

in the LF-VAR employed by the Bridge

ii. partial information at HF: the HF stage of the Bridge does not include the

last two variables in the system

3. frequency mismatch: (a) quarterly-monthly (m = 3)

(b) monthly-daily (m = 30)
13The eigenvalues of the A matrix are generated from the set (0, 1) and each shock impacts

contemporaneously the corresponding variable more than other variables.
14Similar results hold for 500 observations at LF.
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The results from our simulations show that the Bridge significantly improves over the

performances of the LF-VAR across all the cases (Table 1). MAD percentage gains over

the LF-VAR vary between 10% and 73%. The gains are higher when the Bridge employs

full information and under the averaging scheme. In the latter case, the biases from time

aggregation are indeed larger.

Figure 4 displays an the MAD heat-map over the three identifications for one of the

100 systems (for all combinations of shocks and variables). The LF-VAR produce much

worse estimates than the alternative methods. The similar results of the Bridge compared

to the HF-VAR stand out immediately: the Bridge performs very closely to the HF-VAR

and it subject only to a loss of precision. In conclusion, the Bridge greatly improves the

performances of the analysis over the naive practice of time aggregation and it is often

close to the performances of a counter-factual HF-VAR.

The more complete the information set is at HF in the Bridge identification, the closer

the results of the Bridge to the HF-VAR. On the other hand, employing only partial

information in the LF-VAR of the Bridge does not produce too severe losses in

performances. In fact, the information omitted from the LF system does not affect the

estimated B matrix but only the transmission of the shocks.
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Figure 4
Mean Absolute Distance (MAD) between the true IRFs and the IRFs estimated by the HF-VAR, LF-VAR and Bridge Proxy-SVAR in one of the
100 randomly parametrized DGPs. Results are reported for each combination of shocks-variables in the system (81). The MAD is computed by

averaging the MAD over the 1000 replications. Time aggregation follows a skip-sampling scheme.
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MAD GAINS OVER LF-VAR

Identification
Temporal Aggregation Scheme

SKIP-SAMPLING AVERAGING

Quarterly-Monthly Frequency Mismatch

Full information at LF

HF-VAR 21.2% 41.4%

Bridge 20% 36.7%

Bridge - Partial Information at HF 10.3% 10.8%

Partial Information at LF

HF-VAR 32% 48.7%

Bridge 31.5% 28%

Monthly-Daily Frequency Mismatch

Full information at LF

HF-VAR 70% 81.2%

Bridge 65.6% 72.6%

Bridge - Partial Information at HF 33.2% 47.5%

Partial Information at LF

HF-VAR 72.9% 84.7%

Bridge 58.7% 64%

Table 1: Performance comparison across the counter-factual HF-VAR, the LF-VAR and the Bridge Proxy-
SVAR. Performances are evaluated in terms of the Mean Absolute Distance (MAD) between the true IRFs
and the estimated IRFs in 100 randomly parametrized DGPs. One summary statistic is computed as mean
across all combinations of shocks-variables in the system. The gains are expressed as percentage MAD gains
over the LF-VAR. We analyze different cases for a VAR(1) DGP: I) the frequency mismatch between HF and
LF is 3: monthly-quarterly case. II) the frequency mismatch between HF and LF is 30: monthly-daily case.
For both I) and II) we study two sub-cases: a) The Bridge employs full information at HF; b) The Bridge
employs only partial information at HF (7 out of 9 variables). In this latter case, the Bridge employs the
conservative identification discussed in Appendix C. For case a) we also analyze: a.1) the LF stage of the
Bridge and the LF-VAR use all available information; a.2) the LF stage and the LF-VAR do not include all
the variables in the system (only 7 out of 9 variables).
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3.3 A Monte Carlo Test of the Empirical Application

This section aims at testing our methodology in an artificial framework that resembles

the empirical analysis of the next section. Moreover, it clarifies some crucial points.

Let us start from the experimental framework. First, we focus now on the averaging

temporal aggregation scheme. Averaging, instead of skip-sampling, is necessary when

the system includes flow variables like industrial production. In this case, the biases

from temporal aggregation are even more severe than under the skip-sampling case.

Second, the impact matrix is lower triangular such that the identification scheme applied

(Cholesky) is correct. Third, the frequency mismatch is 30 as in the empirical application

(monthly-daily frequency mismatch). Third, we generalized the set from which

eigenvalues are randomly drawn, i.e. (−1, 1), which can be important for the financial

variables employed at the daily frequency in the empirical application. Fifth, we

compare the case of normal shocks with the case of non-normal shocks, again

particularly relevant for financial markets.

More specifically, the shocks in the non-normal case are drawn from a modified

Weibull distribution. We generate the vector of disturbances wt

wt ∼Weibull (λ = 0.45, γ = 0.3) (19)

where λ is the scale parameter and γ the shape parameter. This choice of parameters

can be employed to model a continuous distribution subject to extreme events. Since

the Weibull distribution has a positive support, we employ the indicator function IS to

switch the drawn shock to negative with probability 1
2. The simulated system is then

driven by the stochastic disturbance w̃t:
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w̃t ∼ IS
wt
2

IS =

 1 with p = 0.5

−1 with p = 0.5
(20)

Thus, we generate a continuous distribution subject to extreme events but with zero

mean and standard deviation equal to one.

In this way, the distribution of εt mimic a reasonable distribution of monetary policy

shocks. The largest monetary policy shocks occur during FOMC meetings, whose

position within the month varies over time, but there are also important monetary policy

events outside FOMC meetings (Campbell et al. (2012, 2016) and Gilchrist et al. (2015)).

Once again, we randomly parametrize the autoregressive matrix in 100 trivariate

systems. For each of these systems, we generate 1000 replications of 1000 LF

observations and compare the performance of HF-VAR, LF-VAR and the Bridge in

estimating the true IRFs. As explained in detail in Appendix, to recover the correct

impact matrix when we temporally aggregate a VAR(1) process through averaging, we

should employ the first HF shock within the LF interval. However, if the shocks are

non-normal, the first HF shock alone can constitute a weak instrument. Therefore, we

also test the performance of the instrument built as “monthly” average of the “daily”

shocks. In this latter case, we know a priori that we cannot pin-down correctly the size of

the shock and we work, as we will do in the empirical application, in standardized units.

Basically, we abstract from quantitative implications like forecast error variance

decomposition and focus on qualitative causal effects. This standardization actually

advantages the LF-VAR, which is the estimation for which the size bias is the largest.

Table 2 reports a summary of the performance of the three methodologies for all the

cases described above. MAD gains over the LF-VAR are averaged across variables, shocks

and the 100 parametrizations of the DGP to build an informative synthetic measure. The

first feature that we notice is that widening the set from which we draw the eigenvalues

to (−1, 1) extremely amplifies the bias from temporal aggregation. In fact, the MAD

gains of the HF-VAR are now 99% in the normal case. Under the Weibull distribution,
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the gains of the HF-VAR slightly increase but they are already so large that we cannot

fully appreciate the difference. Instead, we observe from MAD gains for the Bridge that

the biases from temporal aggregation are even larger under non-normal shocks (from

79.5% under normality to 92% under non-normality). Finally, using the first shock or the

average of the shocks produces similar results under the normal case, while the averaging

procedure is superior under the Weibull distribution. In Figures 5-6, we provide examples

of the IRFs of these simulations, one for the normal and one for the non-normal case.

MAD GAINS OVER LF-VAR

Identification
Shocks distribution

NORMAL WEIBULL

HF-VAR 99% 99.2%

Bridge 1st shock 79.5% 91.2%

Bridge average of shocks 79.5% 92.5%

Table 2: Performance comparison across the counter-factual HF-VAR, the LF-VAR and the Bridge Proxy-
SVAR. The Bridge Proxy-SVAR employs alternatively as instruments the first HF shock within the LF
interval (Bridge 1st shock) and the average of all HF within the LF interval (Bridge average of shocks).
Performances are evaluated in terms of the Mean Absolute Distance (MAD) between the true IRFs and the
estimated IRFs in 100 randomly parametrized DGPs. One summary statistic is computed as mean across
all combinations of shocks-variables in the system. The gains are expressed as percentage MAD gains over
the LF-VAR. We analyze two distributions of the shocks that drive a trivariate VAR(1) DGP: I) normal
shocks II) modified Weibull distribution (19-20).
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Figure 5
Example of the IRFs of the system to a shock in the first variable in the system, estimated by the HF-VAR, LF-VAR and Bridge Proxy-SVAR in
one of the 100 randomly parametrized DGPs. Shaded areas correspond to the 90% confidence bands across 1000 replications. The true IRF is
represented by the dotted black line. Time aggregation follows an averaging scheme. Shocks are generate to resemble a continuous distribution

subject extreme events.

Figure 6
Example of the IRFs of the system to a shock in the second variable in the system, estimated by the HF-VAR, LF-VAR and Bridge Proxy-SVAR in

one of the 100 randomly parametrized DGPs. Shaded areas correspond to the 90% confidence bands across 1000 replications. The true IRF is
represented by the dotted black line. Time aggregation follows an averaging scheme. Shocks are generate to resemble a continuous distribution

subject extreme events.
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4 Empirical Application: Conventional Monetary Policy and

Forward Guidance

In this section, we apply the Bridge Proxy-SVAR in an empirical application to jointly

identify the macroeconomic effects of conventional monetary policy and forward

guidance shocks. The macroeconomic effects of monetary policy are one of the most

studied questions in applied macroeconomics. The related identification poses great

problems due to various reasons and, in particular, due to two challenges. First, the

Federal Reserve (FED) often changes the policy rate in response to current and expected

economic conditions. Such responses cannot be considered exogenous. Second, agents

anticipate a large component of the changes in the policy rate (e.g. Vicondoa, 2016) and

this anticipation can lead to VAR failures. Ramey (2016) summarizes the main studies in

this area and highlights the main problems of the different approaches. In particular, the

series of US monetary policy shocks developed by Romer and Romer (2004) and

surprises used by Gertler and Karadi (2015), who aggregate the daily series of

Gurkaynak, Sack, and Swanson (2005a), can be anticipated using past macroeconomic

data. Thus, they cannot be considered as exogenous variations in monetary policy.

By performing the identification at daily frequency and employing a rich information

set, the Bridge is a useful alternative to identify exogenous variations in the stance of

monetary policy. Within our framework, we can disentangle conventional monetary

policy shocks from forward guidance shocks as two independent components: a

“current federal funds rate target” factor and a “future path of policy” factor. Our

identified series of monetary policy shocks are orthogonal to the Greenbook forecasts. A

conventional monetary policy shock induces similar macroeconomic effects to those

found in Gertler and Karadi (2015). On the other hand, the future component is not

strictly a monetary policy shock since it incorporates significant informational content.

This finding is consistent with recent papers by Campbell et al. (2012) and Campbell
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et al. (2016) who introduced the distinction between Delphic and Odyssean forward

guidance.15 We propose a novel way of disentangling between the two components at

daily frequency and identify the macroeconomic effects of the proper monetary shocks

(Odyssean shock) contained in forward guidance shocks. Finally, we show that an

Odyssean contractionary shock induces a recession in the U.S. economy characterized by

a fall in CPI and industrial production.

4.1 Identifying Monetary Policy Shocks

Instead of focusing on particular events, we estimate a daily VAR on the sample

1991m9-2008m6 to avoid any issue related with the zero lower bound. Moreover, over

this sample, we do not face an additional identification challenge due to the asset

purchases programs. While conventional monetary policy is arguably conducted during

FOMC meeting days (even if there might be anticipation), dates outside FOMC meetings

are instead relevant for forward guidance due to other monetary policy events (e.g.

speeches, announcements, and news). Considering all the dates in the sample appears

therefore important for forward guidance, which has become an important tool for

conducting monetary policy (see Campbell et al., 2012, 2016 and Gilchrist et al., 2015).

We estimate a daily VAR that includes the following set of high frequency variables:16

VAR: [Fed Funds Future 1 month; Fed Funds Future 3 months; S&P500; VXO; Brent Crude

Oil; Commodity Price Index; Gold Price Index; BAA Corporate Spread; FED Cleveland

Financial Stress Index; MOVE Index 1 month]

The FF Future at 1 (FF1) and 3 (FF4) months ahead are our indicators of monetary policy.

In our interpretation, the FF1 is associated with changes the current interest rates

(conventional monetary policy). The FF4 is instead associated with the expected changes
15Lakdawala (2016) also studies the macroeconomic effect of current and future factors. However, in our

case, the decomposition does not exploit FOMC meetings explicitly and it is applied directly within our
daily VAR. Moreover, the current factor identified in Lakdawala (2016) leads to the price puzzle.

16Similar results hold if we include the Eurodollar exchange rate and its future, and the Pound-dollar
exchange rate. Results are available from the authors upon request.
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in the policy rate (forward guidance). The system is estimated in (log)-levels, including

only a constant as deterministic term and 10 lags that correspond to two business weeks.

A daily analysis over such a long horizon offers vast degrees of freedom allowing us to

include many variables to capture the correct information set.

We identify shocks in the FF1 and FF4 with a very agnostic procedure that is based

on independent component analysis (ICA). Intuitively, ICA can be seen as a

generalization of principal component analysis. While principal component analysis

searches for uncorrelated latent components, ICA minimizes the statistical independence

among such components. If the distribution is normal, the two concepts are equivalent.

However, when departing from gaussianity, ICA also exploits higher order moments in

the search for independence. While the reduced form residuals can be decomposed in

uncorrelated structural shocks in infinite ways, ICA searches for the (unique)

combination of the most statistically independent components.17 Minimizing the

deviations from independence means to minimize the distance between the joint

distribution of the shocks and the product of their marginal probabilities, which

intuitively means minimizing the mutual information contained in the structure shocks.

This mutual information is formally represented by the Kullback-Leibler divergence:

∫
S1
· · ·

∫
S2

p (ε1, · · · , εN) log
p (ε1, · · · , εN)

p (ε1) · · · p (εN)
dε1 · · · dεN (21)

where p(.) are the probability density functions, {ε1, · · · , εN} are the structural

shocks driving the system and {S1, · · · , SN} are the corresponding supports. Under the

assumptions that the structural shocks are uncorrelated and at most one of them is

normally distributed, the divergence is minimized when the distance from gaussianity

(negentropy) is maximized for all the marginal distributions of the shocks.

17Lanne and Lutkepohl (2010) and Lanne et al. (2017) have proved that non-Gaussianity can be useful
for the identification of the structural shocks in a SVAR model. They rely however on specific distributional
assumption departing from normality. Instead, we follow a distribution-free approach. Detailed references
on the application of ICA to VARs can be found in Capasso and Moneta (2016) and Gourieroux et al. (2017).
We employ the algorithms Icasso v1.22 and FastICA v2.5.
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Both visual inspection and the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test reject the normality of all

reduced form residuals. Therefore, we exploit the deviations from normality for

identification. After standardizing the shocks to make them comparable, we take as

target (future) path shock the independent component that produces the largest impact

on FF1 (FF4). Focusing on FOMC meetings dates, our identified shocks are positively

correlated with the surprises build in Gurkaynak et al. (2005a) and used by Gertler and

Karadi (2015): 0.74 for the FF1 and 0.69 for FF4. Moreover, as we expect a priori for

monetary policy shocks, the standard deviation of the FF1 (FF4) shocks is 2.2 (1.6) on

FOMC meeting dates, while decreases to 0.93 (0.96) outside FOMC meeting dates. The

same correlations hold at the monthly frequency (0.72 for FF1 and 0.65 for FF4),

highlighting again that our daily identification is able to pick-up the crucial role of

FOMC meeting days for monetary policy.

4.2 Macroeconomic Effects

We assess the effects of both series of monetary policy shocks. First, we aggregate the

identified daily shocks to the monthly frequency by computing the monthly average.

Then, we use this series as a proxy for the structural shocks of interest. The monthly VARs

include the following variables: [ Fed Fund Rate (1 year Treasury Rate), Consumer Price

Index, Industrial Production]. We estimate the VARs in (log)-levels, including a constant

with 12 (FF1) and 2 lags (FF4), as suggested by the information criteria. We present the

results using the aggregated daily shocks to FF1 to instrument the FFR and the ones to

FF4 to instrument the 1 year rate. As argued by Gertler and Karadi (2015), this rate is

more suitable than the Fed Funds future to capture transmission of forward guidance.

4.2.1 Current Path Monetary Policy Shocks

In this section, we assess the macroeconomic effects of monetary policy shocks to the

contemporaneous interest rate. For this reason, we use the identified shocks to FF1 at the
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daily frequency as a proxy of the FFR. Figure 7 displays the IRFs to a monetary policy

shock.

Figure 7
IRFs to a conventional monetary policy shock identified by instrumenting the Fed Fund Rate with the series of shocks in the Fed Fund Future in
the current month (FF1 shocks recovered from our daily VAR). The first stage yields F− stat = 11.7 (> F∗ = 10.9 at 1% statistical significance
and 10% asymptotic bias) and R2 = 0.06. The VAR includes [FFR, CPI, Industrial Production] and it is estimated in log-levels with the optimal
number of lags (2) and includes a deterministic constant. Shaded areas correspond to 95% bootstrapped confidence bands from 1000 replications.

The effect of conventional monetary policy shocks is robust to considering only FOMC

meeting dates. Industrial Production declines after some months, reaching its minimum

at around 15 months after the shock. Prices also decline significantly around two years

after the shock. All these results are in line with previous studies (see for example Gertler

and Karadi, 2015).

4.2.2 Forward Guidance Shocks

In this section, we analyze the effect of forward guidance shocks by instrumenting the

1-Year Treasury Rate with the FF4 shocks. Figure 8 displays the IRFs.
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Figure 8
IRFs to a forward guidance shocks identified by instrumenting the residuals in the 1 year Treasury Rate with the series of shocks in the Fed Fund

Future 3 months ahead (FF4 shocks recovered from our daily VAR). The first stage yields F− stat = 44.6 (> F∗ = 10.9 at 1% statistical
significance and 10% asymptotic bias) and R2 = 0.18. The VAR includes [1 year Treasury Rate, CPI, Industrial Production] and it is estimated in

log-levels with the optimal number of lags (2) and includes a deterministic constant. Shaded areas correspond to 95% bootstrapped confidence
bands from 1000 replications.

As previously documented in the literature, we find that forward guidance shocks

are not strictly a monetary policy shocks since they incorporate significant informational

content released by the central bank. This result is consistent with recent papers by

Campbell et al. (2012) and Campbell et al. (2016) who introduced the distinction between

Delphic and Odyssean forward guidance. The Delphic component is defined as the new

information on economic conditions that the central bank releases by announcing (or

signaling) a future change in the interest rates. The Odyssean forward guidance is

instead the proper forward guidance shock, i.e. the future (unexpected) change in the

interest rate orthogonal to current and future economic conditions.

We extract the Odyssean component by exploiting the daily (unexpected) response of

breakeven inflation (BI), which is used as a proxy for inflation expectations.18 Including

18Breakeven inflation is defined as the difference in yields between the Treasury Inflation Protected
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BI in our daily VAR would considerably shorten the span of our analysis. To overcome

this problem, we regress BI on the 10 previous lags of all the variables included in the

daily VAR (plus its own lags) and recover the unexpected change in the variable. In case

of a Delphic forward guidance shock, the FF4 and breakeven inflation move in the same

direction. On the other hand, the Odyssean forward guidance implies a movement in

the expected interest rate and breakeven inflation in opposite directions. We derive the

assumption on how breakeven inflation responds to a future change in interest rates from

our results in Figure 7. Therefore, we can maintain an agnostic profile and test, instead

of exploiting, economic theory in our identification. Unlike Lakdawala (2016), whose

approach yield mixed results, we do not rely on the information asymmetry between the

central bank (proxied by the Greenbook forecast) and the private sector (proxied by the

BlueChip data set).

We disentangle the Delphic and Odyssean components contained in the shocks to FF4

and the unexplained component of BI at daily frequency using the method of principal

components. We assume that the dynamics of both series is described by two orthogonal

factors: Delphic and Odyssean forward guidance. Thus, we extract two factors from the

matrix of the two series, which explain all the observed variation. We can represent the

relation of the two series by: sFF4t

sBIt

 =

 λ11 λ12

λ21 λ22

 Z1
t

Z2
t

 = ∆Zt (22)

where sFF4 denotes the shock to FFR4, sBI is the reduced form residual of the BI,

Z1 and Z2 are the two principal components, and the matrix ∆ corresponds to the factor

loadings. We interpret the two factors using the sign of the estimated factor loadings. In

particular, if the ratio between factor loadings is positive (negative), then we classify the

factor as a Delphic (Odyssean) forward guidance shocks. Odyssean forward guidance

Secturities (TIPS) and the corresponding Treasury Bills for comparable maturities. The TIPS for 5 years
maturity, which is the longest series, starts in 2003m1. Gurkaynak et al. (2010) show that TIPS are affected
risk premia and liquidity premia. Our regression partially controls for those components.
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shocks should move the expected interest rate and breakeven inflation in opposite ways,

while Delphic ones should lead to movements of the same directions.19 We have also

performed this decomposition using the FF1 and the data does not support the presence

of the communication channel for this indicator of conventional monetary policy.

We use the identified Odyssean and Delphic forward guidance shocks to instrument

the 1 year TBILL rate. Figure 9 displays the IRFs using each instrument at the time.

Figure 9
IRFs to the Delphic (solid blue) and Odyssean (dotted red) component contained in forward guidance shocks (Fed Fund Future 3 months ahead -
FF4 shocks recovered from our daily VAR). The Delphic component yields the following first stage: F− stat = 16.4 (> F∗ = 5.7 at 5% statistical
significance and 20% asymptotic bias) and R2 = 0.2. The Odyssean component yields the following first stage: F− stat = 5.9 (> F∗ = 5.7 at 5%

statistical significance and 20% asymptotic bias) and R2 = 0.09. The VAR includes [FFR, CPI, Industrial Production] and it is estimated in
log-levels with the optimal number of lags (2) and includes a deterministic constant. Shaded areas correspond to 90% bootstrapped confidence
bands from 1000 replications. For the F-stat, we refer to the 5% statistical significance and 20% asymptotic bias because for we have only 65

observations to run the first stage regression.

Once we instrument the 1 year TBILL rate with the Odyssean component, the

19Notice that we obtain the same results using a sign restriction type of identification, imposing a
consistent (opposite) contemporaneous relationship between sFF4 and sBI for the Delphic (Odyssean)
shock: [

sFF4t
sBIEt

]
=
[

+ +
+ −

] [
εd

t
εo

t

]
(23)
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forward guidance puzzle disappears and the macroeconomic aggregates respond as we

would expect: both IP and CPI fall. On the other hand, the Delphic forward guidance

generates the famous forward guidance puzzle, linked to the release of information from

the FED.20 This decomposition is possible only with our methodology that exploits all

the daily observations, whereas focusing exclusively on FOMC meeting dates does not

yield strong instruments.

5 Conclusions

Temporal aggregation is a severe issue in time series analysis, largely ignored in the

macroeconomic literature. To alleviate temporal aggregation biases, this paper proposes

a new methodology, the Bridge Proxy-SVAR, which deals with mixed frequency data.

Structural shocks are recovered in high frequency systems, aggregated at the lower

frequency, and used as a proxy for a structural shock of interest in lower frequency

VARs. In this way, identification restrictions are derived from high frequency

information. Our methodology relies on the superiority of identification prior to

temporal aggregation over identification post temporal aggregation. In other words, our

procedure exploits high frequency data for identification by controlling for the correct

information set of policy makers and agents when making announcements or decisions.

The properties of the Bridge Proxy-SVAR are studied analytically and its performances

are tested through Monte Carlo simulations. Our methodology largely outperforms a

LF-VAR using temporally aggregated data, which is the common naive practice in

applied macroeconomics. The Bridge is also close to the performances of a

counter-factual HF-VAR, which constitutes the best possible estimation. In particular, if

the amount of information employed is large enough, the Bridge replicates the estimation

of a HF-VAR with lower precision. The biases introduced by temporal aggregation and

the potential gain from the Bridge increase with the complexity of the stochastic process

20We find evidence that the Delphic component is not orthogonal to the Greenbook forecasts.
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under examination. Unlike existing mixed frequency techniques, our methodology can

exploit daily data in large dimensional systems to improve the identification of SVARs.

As an empirical application, we study the macroeconomic effects of monetary policy

in the US. By exploiting all the available days in our sample, we identify conventional

monetary policy shocks and forward guidance shocks in a daily VAR and aggregate

them at the monthly frequency. Then, we use them to instrument the reduced form

residuals of interest rates in a monthly VAR. Our analysis produces consistent results

with the empirical literature on monetary policy shocks. Moreover, we show how to

solve the forward guidance puzzle by exploiting breakeven inflation as a proxy for

inflation expectations at the daily frequency.

Importantly for future research, the Bridge Proxy-SVAR exploits high frequency

information for the identification of SVARs without relying on a definite set of events.

The higher the frequency at which they are imposed, the less identifying restrictions

constrain the data and the more they are likely to hold. The Bridge is particularly

promising to improve structural analyses on macro-financial linkages, which are

characterized by a wide frequency mismatch and need to take into account a wide

information set.
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Appendix

A First stage uncertainty

The first stage that we employ for the high frequency identification relies on the

estimation of the first system. In principle, the statistical uncertainty related to this

estimation has to be taken into account into the final outcome (from the second stage).

However, there are some features inherent in our procedure that shrink the statistical

uncertainty surrounding the first stage estimation.

First, we average the shocks as shown in

ẑτ =
1
m

t+m
∑
i=t

ε̂
y
i (A.1)

As m increases, ẑτ converges to the true zτ . This argument does not hold in the

case of a monthly-quarterly frequency mismatch where m = 3. However, if we are in a

daily-monthly case (m = 30) or daily-quarterly case (m = 90), any correction to take into

account the statistical uncertainty from the estimation of the first system might not even

be necessary.

Second, consider that

β̂1s = E
[
ẑ′τ ẑτ

]−1
E
[
ẑ′τξ

y
τ

]
(A.2)
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Var
(

β̂1s
)

=
√[

ẑ′τ ẑτ
]−1

=

√√√√[( 1
m

t+m
∑
i=t

ε̂
y
i

)(
1
m

t+m
∑
i=t

ε̂
y
i

)]−1

=

√√√√{ 1
m

t+m
∑
i=t

[(
Yt − AYt−1

)
+
(

AYt−1 − ÂYt−1
)]}−1

√√√√{ 1
m

t+m
∑
i=t

[(
Yt − AYt−1

)
+
(

AYt−1 − ÂYt−1
)]′}−1

and the key term to analyze is
(

AYt−1 − ÂYt−1
)

. The distance between the true A

and the estimated Â is naturally decreasing in the sample size which is case specific.

When using daily data, the sample size is usually quite large. For example, in our

application on monetary policy, we use 4500 data points, meaning that, if there are no

structural breaks,
(

A− Â
)

Yt−1 → 0.

Beyond these consideration, we propose an algorithm to take into account the

statistical uncertainty arising from the first stage into the second stage of our procedure:

1. The autoregressive matrix estimated from the first stage is distributed as

Â ∼ N (A, ΣA) under standard assumptions

2. Draw a large number of Âi (e.g. 1000) from the distribution. For each Âi compute

the corresponding reduce form residual, and apply the chosen identification scheme

to obtain ε̂
y
i

3. Repeat the second stage for each of the Âi, nesting the bootstrap procedure into

it. Recall that the second stage statistical uncertainty is taken into account in the

computation of the IRFs using bootstrapping. Therefore, we obtain eventually IRFs

that take into account both the uncertainty surrounding the first and the second
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stage and we report percentiles of both.

Both in our Monte Carlo simulations and in the application to monetary policy, visual

inspection does not point at wider confidence bands for the IRFs when using this

statistical correction.

B Averaging Temporal Aggregation

B.1 An Illustrative Example

This section presents the same derivations of Section 2.2 but when time aggregation

follows an averaging scheme. Averaging usually modifies the AR component in the

same way as point-in-time sampling but induces higher order MA components.

Yt = AYt−1 + Bεt εt
iid∼ N (0, I)

(I − AL)Yt = Bεt εt
iid∼ N (0, I) (B.1)

To move to the time aggregated representation under averaging, we first apply the filter

w(L) = I + L to transform the series as sum (average is just a linear transformation of it)

and then we skip-sample through D(L) = I + AL:

D(L)w(L) (I − AL)Yt = D(L)Bw(L)εt (B.2)(
I − A2L2

)
(I + L)Yt = (I + L) (I + AL)Bεt

Yt + Yt−1 = A2 (Yt−2 + Yt−3
)

+ B
(
εt + εt−1

)
+ AB

(
εt−1 + εt−2

)
Yτ = CYτ−1 + υτ vτ ∼ (0, BB′ + (I + A) BB′ (I + A)′ + ABB′A′)

Yτ = CYτ−1 + Bξt + ABξt−1 ξt ∼ (0, I), corr
(
ξt, ξt−1

)
= AB′B

where C = A2. Let us consider a bivariate system in extended notation:
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 xt

yt

 =

 a11 a12

a21 a22

 xt−1

yt−1

 +

 b11 0

b21 b22

 εx
t

ε
y
t

 (B.3)

which is observed in time aggregation as

 xτ

yτ

 =

 a2
11 + a12a21 a11a12 + a12a22

a11a21 + a21a22 a12a21 + a2
22

 xτ−1

yτ−1

 +

 υx
τ

υ
y
τ

 (B.4)

where

 vx
τ

vy
τ

 =

 b11
(
εx

t + εx
t−1

)
+ (a11b11 + a12b21)

(
εx

t−1 + εx
t−2
)

+ a12b22
(
ε

y
t−1 + ε

y
t−2

)
b21
(
εx

t + εx
t−1

)
+ b22

(
ε

y
t + ε

y
t−1

)
+ (a21b11 + a22b21)

(
εx

t−1 + εx
t−2
)

+ a22b22
(
ε

y
t−1 + ε

y
t−2

)


In this case, we employ as a proxy the first HF shock in the LF period to recover the

true impact matrix. Namely, zτ = ε
y
m(t−1). The first stage in our IV procedure reads:

β̂1s = E
[
z
′
τzτ

]−1
E
[
z′τvy

τ

]
=

E
[
ε

y
t−1

{
b21
(
εx

t + εx
t−1

)
+ b22

(
ε

y
t + ε

y
t−1

)
+ (a21b11 + a22b21)

(
εx

t−1 + εx
t−2
)

+ a22b22
(
ε

y
t−1 + ε

y
t−2

)}]
E
[(

ε
y
t−1

) (
ε

y
t−1

)]
= (b22 + a22b22)

= b22 (1 + a22) (B.5)

and the fitted values are

β̂1szτ = b22 (1 + a22) ε
y
t−1
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The second stage regression reads

ξx
τ = β2s

(
β̂1szτ

)
+ ϕτ ϕτ

iid∼ N(0, I)

β̂2s = E
[(

β̂1szτ

)
β̂1szτ

]−1
E
[
β̂1szτvx

τ

]
=
(

β̂1s
)−1

E [zτzτ]
−1

E [zτξx
τ]

=
(

β̂1s
)−1

E
[
ε

y
t−1

{
b11 (ε

x
t + εx

t−1) + (a11b11 + a12b21) (ε
x
t−1 + εx

t−2) + a12b22
(
ε

y
t−1 + ε

y
t−2

)}]
=

a12b22

b22 (1 + a22)

=
a12

1 + a22
(B.6)

We obtain an equivalent result if we apply straight the definition of IV estimator:

β̂Proxy = E
[
zτvy

τ

]−1
E [zτvx

τ]

=
E
[
ε

y
t−1

{
b11
(
εx

t + εx
t−1

)
+ (a11b11 + a12b21)

(
εx

t−1 + εx
t−2
)

+ a12b22
(
ε

y
t−1 + ε

y
t−2

)}]
E
[
ε

y
t−1

{
b21
(
εx

t + εx
t−1

)
+ b22

(
ε

y
t + ε

y
t−1

)
+ (a21b11 + a22b21)

(
εx

t−1 + εx
t−2

)
+ a22b22

(
ε

y
t−1 + ε

y
t−2

)}]
= [b22 (1 + a22)]

−1 a12b22

=
a12

1 + a22
(B.7)

It is important to highlight that, even if we are able to recover the true IRFs on

impact, the estimated autoregressive matrix of the LF-VAR is biased due to the VARMA

structure of the temporally aggregated process.1B VARMA models are not used in

empirical application due the high parametrization and severe problems in defining an

economic interpretable structure (SVARMA). Therefore, we do not tackle this issue as

the improvement in identification over a LF-VAR is the best we can reach through our

1BThe bias in the estimated A matrix induces a bias also in the estimated reduced form residuals.
However, the IRFs on impact (B) would be biased only if the bias in the A matrix were correlated with
the structural shocks. In a simple AR(1) process, the bias is a constant and so does not interfere with the
estimates of the B matrix. Moreover, our simulations of more complex processes indicate that the Bridge
always recover the impact response.
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methodology. This steams from the fact that we derive identifying restrictions at HF but

we still rely on the LF-VAR representation for the transmission of the shocks. On the

contrary, the state space MF-VAR improves the estimates of the A matrix by shifting the

representation of the LF variables at HF.

B.1.1 Proxy-SVAR vs Local Projections

Local projections (LP) constitute a possible remedy to solve the misspecification inherent

in modeling the VARMA process (VAR temporally aggregated through averaging) as a

VAR. Similar remarks hold for other types of mispecification. After having identified the

shocks at HF and aggregated them at LF, local projections (LP) can be also employed to

compute the IRFs as an alternative to the PSVAR.

Notice that the PSVAR still identifies correctly the impact matrix. However, the bias

in the estimated autoregressive matrix of the LF-VAR is transmitted to the dynamic of

the IRFs. On the other hand, LP can be used to overcome the misspecification because

they consist of running a series of predictive regressions of the variables of interest on the

shocks. However, they are highly parametrized with a loss of statistical efficiency with

respect to the IRFs computed from a standard VAR. In summarize, the IRFs compute

with LP are unbiased but very unprecise. The impact matrix estimated with the PSVAR

is unbiased and more precise, but the the higher horizon IRFs are biased, even if more

precise.

While LPs are a very convenient device if one wants to compute non-linear or state-

dependent IRFs, measurement errors constitute the salient issue orient us to prefer, in

general, the PSVAR. The PSVAR is, in fact, robust to the measurement errors that often

characterize economic and financial time series, while the same does not hold for the LP.

Finally, we have analyzed the trade-off between LP and PSVAR in a Monte Carlo

simulation similar to the one presented in Section (100 randomly parametrized DGPs).

We focus exclusively on the normality case and frequency mismatch is three. In general,

the PSVAR results in a MAD gain of 82.7% versus 72.5% for the LP.
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C Conservative Identification

Our contribution concerns the way of studying the relationship between HF and LF

variables, independently of the particular identification scheme chosen. Nonetheless, we

can take an additional step if we restrict the class of DGPs to the subset in which each

structural shock is associated with one variable.1C Using the representation in eq. (??),

this assumption means that B11 > B21; B22 > B12.2C Then, consider a case in which

the HF identification employs a VAR, and the researcher does not dispose of other,

economic based, identification schemes (first best). In this setting, we can think of a

recursive ordering where y is placed last, after all the variables that constitute the

information set Ψ, as a second best identification. Such procedure is namely an

orthogonalization and it is equivalent to use the residuals from the regression of the

variable of interest y on its previous lags p (where p are the lags included in the

HF-VAR) and on the contemporaneous values and lags of Ψ:

yt =
p

∑
l=1

βlyt−l +
p

∑
l=0

αlΨt−l + et et
iid∼ N(0, I) (C.1)

If each shock is associated with a variable, regressing the variable of interest yt on Ψt

yields the new information introduced in the system uniquely by yt, that we label ε
y
t .

Intuitively, the econometrician is likely to face identification trade-offs across different

schemes in applied research. The researcher observes the high frequency reduced form

residual ůy
t which is a linear combination of the structural shocks:

ůy
t = b22ε

y
t + b21εx

t

= b22 (µ1Ξt + µ2φt) + b21εx
t (C.2)

1CThis means that each innovation enters the system mainly through a specific variable. For example,
we call structural shock an innovation in the variable y which is orthogonal to the innovations in other
variables. Notice that this is one of the many interpretations of innovation.

2CThe assumption is implicit in our notation ε
y
t and εx

t , but Section 2.1 is actually more general.
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Suppose that ςt satisfies the strength requirement of an IV, such that the resulting

estimates are statistically reliable: E
[
Ξtu

y
τ

]
= µ1 6= 0. Given this condition, the

econometrician should favor the most conservative HF identifications that, even

washing out the component φt, does no capture in the proxy any other shocks εx
t . While

the former issue does not yield distorted estimates, this latter event would induce biases

by violating the exclusion restriction.

Furthermore, we wish to highlight two advantages of this conservative identification.

First, the orthogonalization is robust to misspecifications thanks to the instrumental

variable approach embedded into it. The IV approach allows us to employ only an

exogenous variation (a component of the true structural shock) and not the whole

structural shocks. Second, this identification yields identified shocks orthogonal with

respect to the remainder of the current and past information set. Macroeconomic

variables are explicitly unobservable at LF and cannot be included in the HF system.

However, financial variables respond to the newly available information on

macroeconomic variables in real-time.

C.1 An Illustrative Example

Let us consider how the conservative identification performs with respect to a more

relaxed identification. We study a simply bivariate system and compare violations in the

exclusion restriction in our instrument ε̂
y
t , i.e. how large is the component of εx

t captured

in ε̂
y
t . The system is structured as xt

yt

 =

 a11 a12

a21 a22

 xt−1

yt−1

 +

 1 b12

b21 1

 εx
t

ε
y
t

 (C.3)

where we normalized b11 = b22 = 1. Recall the assumption b11 > b12 and b22 > b21

such that there is a mapping between variables and shocks. We restrict the parameter

space to positive values of b12 and b21 to simplify the analysis. Moreover, we are only
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interested in studying the impact matrix B, so we consider a process without persistence: xt

yt

 =

 1 b12

b21 1

 εx
t

ε
y
t

 (C.4)

Under the relaxed identification scheme, we simply take the reduced form residual of y

as structural shock. The component of εx
t captured in this measure is b21, i.e. how much

εx
t impacts on yt:

ε̂
yR
t = b21εx

t + ε
y
t (C.5)

Under the conservative identification scheme, we regress yt on xt and take the residuals:

yt = Θxt + εt εt ∼ WN

b21εx
t + ε

y
t = Θ

(
εx
t + b12ε

y
t

)
+ εt εt ∼ WN (C.6)

Applying the definition of OLS we obtain:

Θ̂OLS = E [xtxt]
−1 E [xtyt]

=
E
[(

b21εx
t + ε

y
t

) (
εx
t + b12ε

y
t

)]
E
[(

εx
t + b12ε

y
t

) (
εx
t + b12ε

y
t

)]
=

b21 + b12
1 + b2

12
(C.7)
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The residuals are computed as

yt − xtΘ̂OLS = b21εx
t + ε

y
t − Θ̂OLS

(
εx
t + b12ε

y
t

)
=
(
1− b12Θ̂OLS

)
ε
y
t +
(
b21 − Θ̂OLS

)
εx
t

=

(
1−

b2
12 + b21b12

1 + b2
12

)
ε
y
t +

(
b21 −

b12 + b21
1 + b2

12

)
εx
t

ε̂
yC
t = Λε

y
t + Γεx

t (C.8)

Γ represents a measure of violation in the exclusion restriction. In two extreme cases:

b21 = 0 ⇒‖ Γ ‖=
b12

1+b2
12

and b12 = 0 ⇒‖ Γ ‖= 0. The comparison between

relaxed and conservative identification reduces to the comparison between Γ and b21.

The condition Γ < b21 is satisfied ∀{b12, b12} as εx
t enters negatively in ε̂

yC
t . This is

likely to downward bias ε̂
yC
t and make the first stage in the Bridge ineffective. However,

let us consider the modulus of Γ for completeness:

‖ Γ ‖ < b21 ⇒ −b21 < Γ < b21

b21 >
b12(

2b2
12 + 1

) (C.9)

A graphical representation of the analytical results is provided below in Fig. 10.3C The

conservative identification is overall better in building an exogenous instrument than a

more relaxed identification. The exception comes from low values of b21. However,

when b21 overcomes a certain threshold than the gains from the conservative over the

relaxed identification are exponentially increasing (and the value of b12 does not matter

anymore). In terms of economic interpretation, the Bridge is designed to study the effect

of a shock to an HF variable y. b21 represents how much y responds to other shocks on

impact. We can realistically state that, if y is financial variable, b21 takes large values and,

3CThe same results hold in a simulation design.
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in such a way, the conservative identification dominates the relaxed identification.

Figure 10
Comparison of the violation of the exclusion restrictions between our conservative and rough (relax) identifications over the parameter space
{b12 , b21} = {0, 1}x{0.1}. The left panel is a 3D plot, while in the right panel the size of the violation of the exclusion restriction have been

collapsed. Where colors are cold b21 < Γ, where they are warm b21 > Γ. In black we report the analytical condition where b21 crosses Γ.
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